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ABSTRACT  7 

High-throughput calculations can be applied to a large number of compounds, in order to 8 

discover new useful materials. In the present work, ternary intermetallic compounds are 9 

investigated, to find new potentially interesting materials for thermoelectric applications. The 10 

screening of stable non-metallic compounds required for such applications is performed by 11 

calculating their electronic structure, using DFT methods. In the first section, the study of the 12 

density of states at the Fermi level, of pure elements, binary and ternary compounds, leads to 13 

empirically chose the selection criterion to distinguish metals from non-metals. In the second 14 

section, the TiNiSi structure-type is used as a case-study application, through the investigation 15 

of 570 possible compositions. The screening leads to the selection of 12 possible 16 

semiconductors. The Seebeck coefficient and the lattice thermal conductivity of the selected 17 
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compounds are calculated in order to identify the most promising ones. Among them, TiNiSi, 18 

TaNiP or HfCoP are shown to be worth a detailed experimental investigation.  19 

KEYWORDS: Thermoelectricity, DFT calculations, Semiconductors, Intermetallic 20 

INTRODUCTION 21 

Thermoelectricity may be used as an interesting technology able to reduce the energy 22 

consumption through the recycling of waste heat. The conversion efficiency of thermoelectric 23 

devices is related to the dimensionless figure of merit ZT of their constituting materials, which 24 

is defined as  25 

𝑍𝑇 =  𝑆2𝜎𝑇
𝜅⁄                                       (1) 26 

where: S represents the Seebeck coefficient; σ the electrical conductivity; κ the thermal 27 

conductivity and T the absolute temperature. Even though efficient thermoelectric devices exist, 28 

they are limited to niche markets because of their quite high cost compared to their conversion 29 

yield. One way to improve this technology is to find new materials based on more abundant, 30 

less toxic and less expensive elements. These limitations led us to define a set of elements, we 31 

could investigate to search for new interesting compounds 1. For this set of elements, hundreds 32 

of compounds have already been reported in crystallographic databases, and even if some of 33 

them are known to be good thermoelectric compounds, there is still a very large number of 34 

possibly unknown compounds. In order to screen more efficiently the possible combinations, 35 

we use high-throughput calculations. We will present an efficient method to screen ternary 36 

intermetallic compounds in order to find new promising thermoelectric compounds. In this 37 

article, we will focus on the equimolar compounds and use the orthorhombic TiNiSi structure 38 

type as a case-study. We choose the TiNiSi structure-type because even though it is a large 39 

family with more than 70 compounds already reported in the crystallographic databases 2-3, it 40 
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has been less subject of investigations compared with other equimolar structure-types. In 41 

contrast, numerous high-throughput calculations and screenings have already successfully 42 

shown very promising results for the equimolar half-Heusler family 4-8.  43 

Before estimating the thermoelectric properties of the compounds pertaining to the TiNiSi 44 

family, the main goal of the present work is to define an efficient method to discriminate among 45 

the investigated compounds those, which might be both stable and semiconducting. In our 46 

previous investigation 1, we compared the enthalpy of formation of the same combination of 47 

elements in four structure types to determine the most stable one. In the present work, for the 48 

compounds stable in the TiNiSi structure-type, investigation of the electronic band structure 49 

will be carried out, to exclude the metallic compounds and keep only the possible 50 

semiconductors and semi-metals. A definition and the application of our exclusion criterion 51 

will be presented in this article. For the most remarkable compounds, the Seebeck coefficient 52 

and the thermal conductivity will be estimated using calculations based on the BoltzTrap 53 

package 9-10 and the Slack equation 11-12 respectively. All the results will be compared with the 54 

literature and the selected compounds will be highlighted.  55 

COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS AND METHODOLOGY 56 

In our previous work 1, a combinatorial approach has been implemented to screen all possible 57 

T-M-X combinations with the 1:1:1 stoichiometry generated within a restrained set of chemical 58 

elements. In this set of elements, T is a transition metal from the Ti, V, and Cr columns or Sr, 59 

Ba, Y and La. M is an element from the first line of transition metals and X a sp element (Al, P, 60 

Si, Sn, and Sb). All T-M-X combinations have been calculated in four different structure-types: 61 

the orthorhombic TiNiSi (Pnma), the cubic MgAgAs (F-43m, half-Heusler), the two hexagonal 62 

ZrNiAl (P-62m) and BeZrSi (P63/mmc). The 570 possible configurations have been calculated 63 

in these 4 structure-types by systematically assigning an unique element from our T-M-X 64 
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nomenclature to each crystallographic site, discarding “inverse” configurations or site mixing, 65 

yielding 2280 different compounds.  66 

The calculations of the stability and ground-state properties are based on the density functional 67 

theory (DFT). This technique allows us to obtain the enthalpy of formation at 0 K for each 68 

compound (by total energy difference with the elemental reference state) as well as its electronic 69 

structure. The calculations were conducted using the projector augmented wave (PAW) 70 

method, implemented in the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP)13-16. The exchange 71 

correlation was described by the generalized gradient approximation modified by Perdew, 72 

Burke, and Ernzerhof (GGA-PBE) 17. An energy cut-off of 600 eV was used for the plane wave 73 

basis set. A high-density k-points meshing was employed for Brillouin zone integrations in the 74 

TiNiSi structure-type (7 × 11 × 6), MgAgAs (21 × 21 × 21), ZrNiAl (19 × 19 × 37) and BeZrSi 75 

(21 × 21 × 10). These parameters ensured robust results in the total energy within convergence 76 

tolerance for the calculations set within 10-6 eV of difference. We performed volume and ionic 77 

relaxation steps for each structure-type, and we considered spin polarization for all the 78 

configurations. Blöchl correction was applied in a final step calculation 18. Phonon dispersion 79 

bands were obtained by computing the atomic forces for different, finite atomic displacements 80 

19 and a subsequent calculation and integration over the corresponding phonon frequencies, 81 

within the harmonic approximation. i.e. without any volume dependence, using the Phonopy 82 

code 20-21. The phonon calculations were carried out within a 1 × 2 × 1 supercell (24 atoms) 83 

with 12 atomic displacements for the TiNiSi structure-type.  84 

The Seebeck coefficient was calculated from the Boltzmann transport theory 22 as implemented 85 

in the BoltzTrap simulation package (v2) 9-10. The BoltzTrap code uses the electronic structure 86 

calculated with a dense k-mesh (12 x 20 x 10) from VASP as an input data and assumes a 87 

constant relaxation time for the electrons.  88 
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The first step of our selection concerns the stability of the calculated compounds. A positive 89 

enthalpy of formation leads to the exclusion of the combination, as it is obvious that the ternary 90 

compound is unstable toward the decomposition into its pure elements. In the second step, the 91 

most negative enthalpy of formation of the four-competing structure-types at the same 92 

composition, allows the selection of the most probable stable structure. Comparison with the 93 

literature and the crystallographic database has confirmed the robustness of our model 1. 94 

Definition of the non-metallic criterion 95 

In addition to the stability criterion, it is important to find a simple and robust way to exclude 96 

metallic compounds for thermoelectric application. For this purpose, we decided to focus our 97 

screening method on the density of states (DOS) at the Fermi level (EF). By definition, when 98 

the DOS is zero at the EF, a semiconducting or insulating ground-state is expected. However, 99 

DFT-PBE is known 23-24 to not only systematically underestimate the gap magnitude but also 100 

to provide a non-zero DOS for known semiconductors. To compensate for this spurious effect, 101 

a non-zero discrimination criterion to select semiconductors is thus required to assess an 102 

unknown ground state (not too strict so as to miss interesting compounds and not too high for 103 

being efficiently selective). To estimate this value, preliminary calculations have been 104 

performed on the chemical elements in their stable structure (table S1) at 0 K and on known 105 

semiconducting binary compounds. Most of the elements of the periodic table have been 106 

investigated, except the 4f elements and the noble gas, whereas the investigated binary 107 

compounds have been chosen among known semiconductors or semi-metals. 108 

The calculated DOS are presented in Fig. 1. As expected, all the metallic elements (s, d blocks) 109 

have a non-zero DOS at EF, consistent with their metallic ground-state. In group III, (B, Al, 110 

Ga, In), the last three elements present a non-zero DOS at EF in agreement with their metallic 111 

ground-state whereas B has a zero DOS consistent with its semiconducting ground-state 25. 112 
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When looking at the first elements from group IV (C, Si, Ge), it is obvious that all the DOS at 113 

EF exhibit a zero value. The last two elements of this group, Sn and Pb, have a non-zero DOS 114 

at EF, 0.05 state eV-1 by atom and 0.5 state eV-1 by atom, respectively. This very low DOS at 115 

EF for Sn agrees with previous results 26 which have shown that “gray tin”, the α form of Sn 116 

(A4), which is the stable allotrope at low temperature 27, is semiconducting. Elemental Pb 117 

displays a DOS at EF similar to the metals of the block d. In group V (P, As, Sb, Bi), P has a 118 

zero DOS at EF whereas As, Sb, and Bi have a DOS smaller than 0.1 state eV-1 by atom. This 119 

confirms the semi-metallic ground-state of these last three elements, while elemental P is a 120 

semiconductor as reported in reference 28. In group VI with Se and Te, the DOS at EF is zero as 121 

these elements are reported as semiconductors 29-30. In addition, all the binary compounds 122 

presented in Figure 1 exhibit a zero DOS or a very low DOS at EF, smaller than 0.005 state eV-123 

1 by atom, which is consistent with their semiconducting ground states.   124 

 125 
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Figure 1. Density of states (DOS) at EF for a selection of pure elements and binary compounds; 126 

reported semiconductors and semi-metals are in yellow and metals are in blue.  127 

Reported results in Figure 1 allow to show an interval between the DOS at EF for known 128 

semiconductor or semi-metallic elements such as Sn or As and these of Ga and Zn, two metallic 129 

elements. Thus, with a selection limit set at 0.1 state eV-1 by atom for the DOS at EF, 130 

semiconductors, as well as elements with a semi-metallic ground state such as As or Sb, are 131 

kept whereas metals are excluded. Only one exception to this criterion is found: with this limit, 132 

Be, which is known as a metal is also selected. However, Be is known to exhibit a very low 133 

DOS at EF, despite its metallic behaviour 31-34. Overall, this limit ensures a judicious selection 134 

with a very small number of ambiguous results.  135 

These calculations on elemental and known binary semiconductors allowed to establish an 136 

empirical discrimination criterion. However, before using it to screen unknown compounds, an 137 

additional test has been made on reported compounds from the Heusler family (full and half-138 

Heusler). This family has been chosen because it has already been the object of several studies 139 

4-5, 35, Heusler compounds are very similar chemically to our screened compounds and metallic, 140 

semi-metallic and semiconductors compounds are reported in this family. The results are 141 

presented in the figure 2 with the DOS at EF for the considered ternary intermetallic compounds.  142 
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 143 

Figure 2 : Density of states (DOS) at EF for a selection of half-Heusler and Heusler compounds; 144 
reported semiconductors and semi-metals are in yellow and metals are in blue. 145 

As presented in Figure 2, our discrimination criterion is efficient to sort metals for 146 

semiconductors. Most of the reported semiconductors in the Heusler family exhibit a zero DOS 147 

at EF. However, some reported semiconductors or semi-metals do not and would be excluded 148 

without our criterion, even though, according to the literature, they are promising thermoelectric 149 

compounds. This is the case for ZrNiSn, TaCoSn or Fe2VAl 36-39. Indeed, ZrNiSn is a very good 150 

example of both the necessity and the relevance of our discrimination criterion. As presented 151 

Figure 2, the DOS(EF) is equal to 0.07 states/eV by atom, which is not strictly zero, however 152 
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when looking at the density of states as a function of the energy, it is clear that the value falls 153 

down to zero in the vicinity of the Fermi energy (see figure 4 in reference 1). A non-zero 154 

criterion is therefore essential to get rid of the calculation errors and uncertainties on both the 155 

density of states and the position of the Fermi level. Finally, our criterion allows to screen 156 

efficiently the Heusler family by excluding only metallic compounds. The robustness of our 157 

model being proven, another intermetallic family can be investigated.  158 

Twelve selected compounds in the TiNiSi structure type 159 

Among the 570 unique configurations calculated in the 4 structures type, 317 compounds are 160 

more stable in the TiNiSi structure-type than in any other structure type. But only 12 compounds 161 

are found to be non-metallic, according to the electronic criterion set at 0.1 state eV-1 by atom 162 

for the DOS at EF. They are reported in Table 1. All of these compounds are mechanically stable 163 

(no imaginary frequency is observed in their phonon bands, figure S2).  164 

Half-metals40, which can be interesting for spintronic applications have also been searched. For 165 

these compounds, the majority-spin electrons are metallic whereas the minority-spin electrons 166 

are semiconducting. The criterion was applied to each spin directions. Eleven compounds 167 

complied with this criterion but only four are stable in the TiNiSi structure-type: CrNiSi, 168 

SrTiSn, BaVSb and BaCrSn (the DOS of these compounds are presented in figure S3 and 169 

phonon bands in figure S4). Nonetheless, these compounds are not interesting for 170 

thermoelectricity since they display a metallic total DOS and will not be investigated in detail 171 

in the following.  172 

Table  1 Non-metallic compounds in the TiNiSi structure type. 173 

TMX 

Compounds 

Crystal 

databases 

Enthalpy of 

formation  

(kJ mol-1) 

DOS at the Fermi 

level (state. eV-1 by 

atom) 

TiCuSb Unreported -20.90 0.092 
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ZrZnSi Unreported -62.22 0.098 

HfMnSb Unreported -26.15 0.098 

HfCuSb Unreported -27.12 0.015 

HfZnSi Unreported -52.84 0.098 

TaCuSi Unreported -44.15 0.043 

MoZnSi Unreported -15.53 0.062 

TiMnSb BeZrSi -23.06 0.071 

TiCoP TiNiSi -109.95 0.068 

TiNiSi TiNiSi -88.47 0.061 

HfCoP TiNiSi -109.99 0.032 

TaNiP TiNiSi -73.48 0.062 

 174 

We will first review the existence and structure of each selected compound. Then, for each 175 

candidate, a more specific study of the electronic structure will be presented. Finally, to assess 176 

their thermoelectric properties, the calculated values of the Seebeck coefficient and the thermal 177 

conductivity, will be examined.  178 

Seven compounds among the 12 have not been reported in crystal structure databases. However, 179 

a careful study of phase diagrams may provide additional information. For the Ti-Cu-Sb, Zr-180 

Zn-Si, Hf-Cu-Sb, and Ta-Cu-Si systems, no equimolar compound has been reported in the 181 

ternary phase diagram 41-45. It is therefore unlikely that an equimolar compound is stable in the 182 

ternary orthorhombic structure, but it cannot be formally discarded. For the 3 other unreported 183 

compounds, HfMnSb, MoZnSi, and HfZnSi, no phase diagram is available for the 184 

corresponding systems, it is therefore difficult to conclude on their existence.  185 

Among the 5 reported compounds, TiMnSb has been reported in the literature to crystallize in 186 

the BeZrSi structure type 46 in contrast with our calculations of a stable TiNiSi prototype. 187 

However, as discussed in our previous work 1, this discrepancy can be explained by the 188 

experimental conditions for the synthesis. Indeed, Noda et al. 46 have obtained TiMnSb under 189 

extreme conditions (high pressure and high temperature) possibly giving rise to a non-190 

equilibrium phase.  191 
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Finally, four compounds are reported in the crystallographic databases in the orthorhombic 192 

TiNiSi structure. In the cases of TiCoP and TaNiP, the literature only deals with their crystal 193 

structure and there is no investigation of their electronic properties 47-48. More information is 194 

provided for the other two compounds: TiNiSi and HfCoP. Recently, Huang et al. 49 195 

investigated the thermoelectric properties of TiNiSi-based solid solutions. Theoretical results, 196 

based on DFT calculations with PBE-GGA, confirmed the presence of a pseudo-gap in the 197 

electronic band structure of TiNiSi. Measurements of the electric conductivity versus the 198 

temperature confirmed that TiNiSi is a semi-metal while thermoelectric properties were 199 

improved by the substitution of Ti by V 49. These results confirm a previous report by Kong et 200 

al. 50 who have also highlighted the semi-metallic ground state of TiNiSi, thanks to their 201 

calculations. HfCoP, based on an extended Hückel calculation by Kleinke et al. 51, was 202 

considered as a metal. However, neither the electronic density of states nor the electrical 203 

resistivity was reported in this reference. The ground state of HfCoP is hence currently 204 

unknown. 205 

Seebeck coefficient and lattice thermal conductivity at finite temperature 206 

The Seebeck coefficient was calculated at finite temperatures within the semi-classical 207 

Boltzmann transport theory with the BoltzTrap package, assuming a constant relaxation time. 208 

The possibility of calculating the electronic thermal conductivity and electrical conductivity 209 

offered by the package was not implemented because these quantities depend on the electronic 210 

relaxation time, which then plays the role of an adjustable parameter. This is not the case for 211 

the Seebeck coefficient, which is independent on the relaxation time when it is assumed to be 212 

constant.  213 
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 214 

Figure 3. Calculated Seebeck coefficient as a function of the chemical potential for each 215 
compound. Each curve corresponds to a temperature varying by steps of 100K in the range 300 216 
K (yellow) to 800 K (black). 217 

The Seebeck coefficient has been plotted as a function of the chemical potential (μ) for each 218 

selected compound in the energy window [-1; +1 eV], which systematically covers the charge 219 

carrier concentration range [-1022 – 1022 cm-3], well beyond the experimental doping 220 

concentrations conventionally achieved. Figure 3 presents for each compound the variations of 221 

S for several temperatures varying by steps of 100 K in the range 300 K and 800 K. For the 222 

positive values of the Seebeck coefficient, increase with the temperature rise is generally 223 

observed. Only, TiNiSi and TiCuSb exhibit a different behaviour with Seebeck coefficient at 224 
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300 K higher than at 800 K. Even though this trend is maintained for the negative Seebeck 225 

coefficient, with the absolute value at 800 K higher than at 300 K, four compounds exhibit an 226 

opposite behaviour, TiMnSb, TiCuSb, MoZnSi and HfMnSb.  227 

Several compounds like ZrZnSi or HfZnSi do not show values of the Seebeck coefficient larger 228 

than ± 50 μV K-1 and therefore do not seem to be very promising in contrast with TiMnSb or 229 

MoZnSi for example. First extremum of the calculated Seebeck coefficient close to the Fermi 230 

level are listed in Table  2. In this table, values at 700 K are reported, to compare the compounds 231 

in the same way as it will be done for the lattice thermal conductivity (values at 300 K are 232 

reported in table S2). We choose to focus on the maximal values of the Seebeck coefficient 233 

when μ is near the Fermi level for an easy comparison.  234 

Table  2. Values of the first extremum of the calculated Seebeck coefficient close to the 235 

Fermi level and Slack’s lattice thermal conductivity at 700 K for the TiNiSi compounds. 236 

TMX compounds Smax (μV K-1) > 0 

(700K) 

Smax (μV K-1) < 0 

(700K) 

Slack’s lattice Thermal 

conductivity at 700K (W m-1 

K-1) 

TiMnSb 85 -78 5.4 

TiCoP 52 -55 15.7 

TiNiSi 54 -87 13.7 

TiCuSb 52 -28 3.9 

ZrZnSi 30 -36 9.9 

HfMnSb 70 -98 6.1 

HfCoP 71 -72 11.6 

HfCuSb 44 -47 3.7 

HfZnSi 33 -41 7.4 

TaNiP 41 -76 7.6 

TaCuSi 58 -54 9.7 

MoZnSi 95 -48 6.5 

 237 

As mentioned before, ZrNiSi, HfZnSi, HfCuSb, and TaCuSi present quite low Seebeck 238 

coefficient near the Fermi energy, regardless their conduction type. Considering both positive 239 

and negative values, TiMnSb and HfMnSb can be considered as the best compounds when other 240 

compounds could be promising at most in one of the two conduction types. For example, TiNiSi 241 

has a negative Seebeck coefficient twice as large as its positive counterpart whereas it is the 242 
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opposite for MoZnSi. These results are comparable at other temperatures where similar trend 243 

can be noticed (table S2). No clear tendencies can be noticed in the evolution of the Seebeck 244 

coefficient regarding the nature of each T, M or X element in these compounds.  245 

Lattice thermal conductivity, which is essential for the determination of ZT, can be estimated 246 

by the Slack’s equation 11-12 by assuming that heat is conducted only by acoustic phonons 52-53, 247 

through the equation 2: 248 

𝐾𝐿 = 3.1 × 10−6 
𝑀 𝜃𝐷

3 𝛿

𝛾2𝑛
2
3𝑇

                    (2) 249 

where θD is the Debye temperature in K, δ3 is the volume per atom in Å3, n is the number of 250 

atoms in the primitive unit cell, Mav is the average atomic mass in the atomic unit and γ is the 251 

average Grüneisen parameter. The Debye temperature and the Grüneisen parameter are 252 

evaluated from the transverse and longitudinal sound velocity, which are obtained from the 253 

calculated elastic modulus. The calculated elastic properties (table S3) have been obtained from 254 

the phonon calculations for each compound (see figure S2). Slack’s model neglects the transport 255 

of heat by optical phonons and this could lead to underestimated values of lattice thermal 256 

conductivity. However, it also assumes that the acoustic phonons are scattered only by acoustic 257 

phonons, neglecting all the other scattering mechanisms (isotopes, impurities, vacancies, charge 258 

carriers, dislocations, grain boundaries, crystal boundaries, etc.) This last approximation has the 259 

strongest impact on Slack’s values 12, which are systematically overestimated (up to an order 260 

of magnitude) as soon as the relative atomic mass difference of the constituting elements is 261 

larger than roughly ~ 100% 12: this condition is indeed fulfilled for the 12 screened compounds. 262 

Despite these drawbacks, Slack’s model provides reliable trends at temperatures larger than the 263 

Debye temperature, when phonon – phonon scattering dominates over the other scattering 264 

processes. To fulfil this condition for all the compounds, the values presented in Table  2 were 265 

calculated at 700 K.  266 
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The range of lattice thermal conductivity values is quite broad with estimated values between 267 

3 and 15 W m-1 K-1 which cannot be compared to experimental values due to lack of data. These 268 

values are quite large compared to the best thermoelectric materials such as Bi2Te3 or Sb2Te3 269 

which exhibit low thermal lattice thermal conductivity (~ 2 W m-1 K-1) 54. They are, nonetheless, 270 

still promising because they were calculated for a perfect crystal and thus as above discussed, 271 

overestimated. Moreover, it is known that defects or impurities can strongly decrease the lattice 272 

thermal conductivity. For instance, the half-Heusler HfNiSn displays a thermal conductivity of 273 

10 W m-1 K-1 at 300 K 55 while the solid solution Hf0.75Zr0.25NiSn0.99Sb0.02displays a thermal 274 

conductivity of 5 W m-1 K-1 at 300 K and ZT = 0.9 at 800 K 56.  275 

Keeping the X-element constant and considering the T element, as expected, the lattice thermal 276 

conductivity is, in general, lower for “heavier” T in the same columns of the periodic table as 277 

for TCuSb or TCoP. In the case of TMnSb, the trend is reversed as κL(TiMnSb) is lower than 278 

κL(HfMnSb). Keeping the T element constant and considering the X element, we noticed that 279 

the antimonides present the lowest thermal conductivity compared to the silicides or the 280 

phosphides, in accordance with the larger atomic mass of antimony.  281 

DISCUSSION 282 

Keeping in mind that the values presented here are from calculations based on DFT-PBE and 283 

constant relaxation time approximation implemented in a perfect crystal, our study offers the 284 

possibility to identify the most promising compounds among the 12 selected TiNiSi-type 285 

compounds from our screening of 570 possible compositions. For example according to Table  286 

2, even though, lattice thermal conductivity is quite low for the two TCuSb compounds, their 287 

Seebeck coefficients are also systematically low. ZrNiSi and TaCuSi exhibit also low Seebeck 288 

coefficient, which are for these compounds accompanied by high lattice thermal conductivity 289 

values. Thus, if one adds to these low values the fact that, according to the reported ternary 290 
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phase diagram, these four compounds are not stable, it is probably not worth trying their 291 

synthesis.  292 

On the other hand, HfMnSb and MoZnSi combine large Seebeck coefficients and a small lattice 293 

thermal conductivity that could lead to interesting properties. Nonetheless, their existence is not 294 

established.  295 

Regarding the four compounds which have already been reported in the literature, a ranking is 296 

also possible. The highest value of the Seebeck coefficient is reached in TiNiSi, which has 297 

already been reported as interesting for its thermoelectric properties in the solid solution 298 

Ti1-xVxNiSi 49. The presently calculated values of the Seebeck coefficient seem to confirm the 299 

calculated values calculated by Huang et al. 49, with S ≈ ± 65 µV. K-1 at 300 K for both type of 300 

charge carrier whereas our calculation gives S = 64 µV. K-1 and S = - 69 µV. K-1 at 300 K. 301 

However, the measured values (-16 µV. K-1 at 300K) in Ref. 49 differ from the calculated one, 302 

but this difference can be explained by the charge carrier concentration of the pristine TiNiSi, 303 

which is around 2 × 1021 cm-3. This relatively large value indicates the presence of intrinsic 304 

defects in the sample. Finally, HfCoP seems to be more interesting than TiCoP as its Seebeck 305 

coefficient is larger and associated with a lower lattice thermal conductivity. TaNiP exhibits 306 

the lowest lattice thermal conductivity of the four reported compounds and negative Seebeck 307 

coefficient of the same order of magnitude as in HfCoP.  308 

CONCLUSION 309 

After determining the stability of thousands of TMX compositions in 4 structure types, a more 310 

focused investigation has been undertaken on the compounds which crystallize in the TiNiSi 311 

structure type. In a second stage, the electronic band structure has been examined and an 312 

effective criterion of the DOS at the Fermi level has been established by comparing calculated 313 

DOS of known semiconducting elements and compounds. Then, this empirical criterion of 0.1 314 
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state eV-1 by atom has been applied to the TMX compounds, stable in the orthorhombic 315 

structure. It has led to the selection of 12 non-metallic compounds among the 317 possible 316 

compounds while it was commonly admitted that all the TiNiSi are metallic 57. Additional 317 

phonon and BoltzTrap calculations allowed to rank the 12 selected compounds to identify those 318 

which are the most interesting to be synthesized from the point of view of their anticipated 319 

thermoelectric properties. Although MoZnSi could be an interesting compound as it presents 320 

the highest Seebeck coefficient associated with a small lattice thermal conductivity, there is no 321 

information about its possible stability. So, it seems more relevant to focus on HfCoP and 322 

TaNiP as starting points. Both compounds are already reported in the literature as crystallizing 323 

in the TiNiSi structure type 48, 51 and present the best compromise between high Seebeck 324 

coefficient and a low lattice thermal conductivity. 325 
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION AVAILABLE 330 

Table S1: Elemental, binaries and ternaries compounds information’s 331 

Figure S1: Electronic density of states for the twelve TMX compounds calculated by DFT 332 

using GGA-PBE approximation. The Fermi level is chosen as the origin of energies. The 333 

discrimination criterion is represented by the red dotted line.   334 

Figure S2: Phonon curves dispersion of the twelve TMX compounds calculated using the 335 

Phonopy code. 336 
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Figure S3: Electronic density of states for the four (half-metals) TMX compounds calculated 337 

by DFT using GGA-PBE approximation. The Fermi level is chosen as the origin of energies. 338 

Both spin directions are presented. 339 

Figure S4: Phonon curves dispersion of the four (half-metals) TMX compounds calculated 340 

using the Phonopy code. 341 

Table S2: Values of the first extremum of the calculated Seebeck coefficient close to the Fermi 342 

level at 300 K for the TiNiSi compounds. 343 

Table S3: The bulk modulus (B), shear modulus (G), Young’s modulus (E) and Poisson ratio 344 

(ν) of the screened TMX compounds. 345 
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Table 1 504 

TMX 

Compounds 

Crystal 

databases 

Enthalpy of 

formation  

(kJ mol-1) 

DOS at the Fermi 

level (state. eV-1 by 

atom) 

TiCuSb Unreported -20.90 0.092 

ZrZnSi Unreported -62.22 0.098 

HfMnSb Unreported -26.15 0.098 

HfCuSb Unreported -27.12 0.015 

HfZnSi Unreported -52.84 0.098 

TaCuSi Unreported -44.15 0.043 

MoZnSi Unreported -15.53 0.062 

TiMnSb BeZrSi -23.06 0.071 

TiCoP TiNiSi -109.95 0.068 

TiNiSi TiNiSi -88.47 0.061 

HfCoP TiNiSi -109.99 0.032 

TaNiP TiNiSi -73.48 0.062 

 505 

 506 

Table 2 507 

TMX compounds Smax (μV K-1) > 0 

(700K) 

Smax (μV K-1) < 0 

(700K) 

Slack’s lattice Thermal 

conductivity at 700K (W m-1 

K-1) 

TiMnSb 85 -78 5.4 

TiCoP 52 -55 15.7 

TiNiSi 54 -87 13.7 

TiCuSb 52 -28 3.9 

ZrZnSi 30 -36 9.9 

HfMnSb 70 -98 6.1 

HfCoP 71 -72 11.6 

HfCuSb 44 -47 3.7 

HfZnSi 33 -41 7.4 

TaNiP 41 -76 7.6 

TaCuSi 58 -54 9.7 

MoZnSi 95 -48 6.5 
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